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With the power of A.I. we have 
tech-enabled a way to mine  and 
discover actionable Cultural 
Intelligence®  straight from the 
digital voice of the people

Our algorithm turns all available open-source 
digital discussions into actionable insights.  
We are redefining how you can understand people’s 
mindset,  sentiment and insights without the limitations, 
cost and time constraints of traditional methods like 
online surveys, polls or focus groups. We are privacy 
compliant and uniquely able to report findings by 
ethnicity, gender and other segments or geographies.

The method



About this analysis

We scraped and mined 4 months of relevant open-sourced 
digital discussions about President Trump to evaluate patterns 
in public opinion based on the unsolicited comments available 
online, across all available digital destinations (not just social 
media).

Using Culturintel’s proprietary methodology including 
contextual analytics, natural language processing and leading 
big data tools, we are able to evaluate sentiment measures, 
and tag discussing based on how users self-identify.

This analysis conducted based on the 
analysis of 4,836,485 relevant digital 
discussions over a 4 month period, ending 
September 2019.
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Data source profile:
Where are discussions taking place?

4.8M
Overall 

discussions (N)

411K
Discussions among 

Hispanics (N)

*Based on 4 months of conversations ending in October 9, 2019

34%

31%

9%

Message boards      
Topical sites
Content sharing      
Social networks              
Blogs
Commenting

8%

11%

N=4,836,485

60% of all conversations 
took place in message 
boards and topical sites.
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What’s the Sentimeter™ towards President Trump?
Sentiment based on the context of discussions  by segment

Positive       Negative        Neutral

40%

28%

OVERALL WOMEN HISPANIC

20%

41%

39%

21%

45%

34%

28%

37%

35%

26%

53%

AFAM

21%

4,836,485 1,934,293 382,294 593,283

*Based on Culturintel’s analysis of 4 months of open digital 
discussions c ending in September 2019. N= =4,836,485

DISCUSSIONS ABOUT PRESIDENT TRUMP ARE 
39% POSITIVE  AND REPORT A COMBINED
POSITIVE+NEUTRAL = 59%

Positive sentiment across women, Hispanics and African 
Americans is lower than for the overall population. In 
particular, with African Americans, it drops from 39% to 
21%. 

However, while negative sentiment with the overall population 
is 41%, that number drops to 37% for Hispanics, making it 
the lowest negative sentiment of any group; as well as 
largest neutral at 28%. Hispanics in fact report the 
highest positive + neutral affinity to POTUS among all 
groups at 63%. 

Among both Hispanic and African Americans, over 1 out of 4 
conversations displays neutral sentiment towards Donald 
Trump, Indicating that many people may be indifferent, or 
may think their opinion does not matter and are disengaged.
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What factors drive positive and negative 
sentiment? (Overall)
*Based on 4 months of conversations ending in September 2019

N=1,886,229 N=1,982,958

TOP 3 POSITIVE 
DRIVERS 

Social Policies, 
Presidential Successes, 
and Financial Policies 
are the top 3 positive 
drivers for President 
Trump, making it a 
Policy and results 
thematic, which 
makes up 69% of 
positive drivers.

This implies, his policies 
-- not his personality -- 
are what drives positive 
discussions about 
POTUS and what drivers 
support.

TOP 3 NEGATIVE 
BARRIERS
Right-Wing Policies are the 
top negative barrier making 
up 30% of negative SOV. 
However, all remaining 
barriers (which include the 
2nd and 3rd top barriers of 
Prejudices and 
Temperament/Style) fall 
under the 
Personality/Character 
thematic.
 
This implies that what 
people dislike is not 
necessarily his policies, but 
rather his character, 
accounting for 70% of all 
negative discussions.
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What are the 
social/ political 
topics that are 
mostly discussed 
by segment?

N=29.5M



What are the top issues people 
discuss most in the U.S.?
*Based on 12 months of conversations as of April 2019

29.5M
Overall (N)

Hispanic (N)2.4M

N= 29.5M

#1 JOBS + 
ECONOMY (32%)
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Top 5 Social/ Political Issues 
by Segment

Based on N= 29.5 million discussions 
analyzed about top social issues by 
segment over the past 12 months as of 
April 2019

12.6M 13.8M 3.1M2.4M 1M29.5M
All Men

Jobs/Economy 39

Immigration 14

Healthcare 13

Border Security 12

Race Relations 8

All Women
Jobs/Economy 27

Healthcare 17

Diversity/Equality 10

Race Relations 9

Education 9

AfAm

Jobs/Economy 31

Healthcare 16

Race Relations 15

Diversity/Equality 11

Border Security 9

Hispanics
Jobs/Economy 32

Healthcare 15

Border Security 14

Immigration 13

Education 10

Asian
Jobs/Economy 29

Education 16

Healthcare 15

Border Security 8

Immigration 8

OVERALL
Jobs/Economy 32

Healthcare 16

Race Relations 11

Immigration 10

Border Security 9
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Education 

Is 2.5X more 
discussed by Hispanics 
versus the overall, which aligns to an upwardly mobile 
spirit and increased college enrollment rates surpassing 
non-Hispanic whites and African Americans. 

Based on N= 2.4 million discussions analyzed about top 
social issues for Hispanics over the past 12 months



AI-POWERED CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE®

About



How

We scrape and collect 
unstructured data 

representing all relevant and 
available discussions across 

channels. 

Collect
At this stage we discover use 

our AI, NPL and trained tools to 
find patterns in topics, 
sentiment and opinion.

Mine
This is when the magic happens! 
We visualize and tell data stories 
that highlight actionable insights 

and recommendations.

Report

it works

Our proprietary algorithm using leading AI,  NLP*, 
machine learning and big data tools scrape and mine all 
available open-source digital discussions to turn them into 
into actionable insights, measures of sentiment and 
decision journeys across segments, globally. Segments are 
determined based on how users self-identify.



News sites

Topical sites 
& blogs

E-commerce 
reviews

Social networks

We mine everywhere people volunteer their unsolicited, 
authentic and unfiltered voice, opinion and needs, going well 
beyond social media. We don’t point to a pre-set list not store 
comments.

Where
data comes from



Key 
Differentiators

What Makes Us 
Unique



Thank you.
www.culturinte.com
www.cien.plus
info@cien.plus

mailto:Liliana@cien.plus

